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SUMMARY: Superconducting single-flux-quantum (SFQ) device is an emerging device which can realize digital circuits with high switching speed and low power consumption. In SFQ digital circuits, voltage pulses are used for carrier of information, and the representation of logic values is different from that of CMOS circuits. Design methods exclusive to SFQ circuits have been developed. In this paper, we present timing analysis and functional verification methods for SFQ circuits based on new timing model which we call delay-based time frame model. Assuming that possible pulse arrival is periodic, the model defines comprehensive time frames and representation of logic values. In static timing analysis, expected pulse arrival time is checked based on the model, and the order among pulse arrival times is calculated for each logic gate. In functional verification, the circuit behavior is abstracted in a form similar to a synchronous sequential circuit using the order of pulse arrival times, and then the behavior is verified using formal verification tools. Using our proposed methods, we can verify the functional behavior of SFQ circuits with complex clocking scheme, which appear often in practical design but cannot be dealt with in existing verification method. Experimental results show that our method can be applied to practical designs.
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1. Introduction

A superconducting single-flux-quantum (SFQ) circuit is an emerging circuit with high switching speed and low energy consumption [1]. An SFQ logic gate consists of superconducting loops with Josephson junctions and inductances. Fabrication of an SFQ circuit with more than 10,000 Josephson junctions has become possible [2]–[4]. An SFQ logic circuit uses a voltage pulse and a magnetic flux quantum as a carrier of information and for state representation, respectively. Cell-based design is adopted in designing SFQ circuits. A set of logic gates for SFQ circuits is predefined as a cell library [5]. Behavior of each gate which is represented by pulse transferring and state transition is defined in the cell library.

To design large scale SFQ circuits, computer-aided design (CAD) tools are indispensable. Because SFQ circuits use voltage pulses and behave differently from CMOS circuits, CAD tools for CMOS circuits may not be used in SFQ circuits as they are without change. Tools for clock tree synthesis [6], placement and wire routing [7], [8], circuit description [9], [10], static timing analysis [11] and formal verification [12] are developed for SFQ circuits.

SFQ circuits are driven by voltage pulses. Representation of logic values using voltage pulse is different from that using voltage level. In general, the logic values “1” and “0” are represented by the presence and the absence of a pulse, respectively. Such representation needs to distinguish the logic value “0” from the state of “no signal”. In most common logic representation using a synchronizing clock, a time frame for a gate is defined as a time section partitioned by clock pulses and the absence of a pulse in the time frame represents logic value “0” at the time frame. Therefore, A gate with clock supply, which is called a clocked gate, is commonly used in SFQ circuits. Because the clocked gates store the data, SFQ circuits is often designed with gate-level pipelines.

Switching of SFQ circuit is faster than that of CMOS circuits. To achieve multi-giga-hertz circuit, skewed clocking scheme is often chosen in SFQ circuits. There exist several clocking schemes with different behavior of a gate. In the most common clocking scheme in SFQ circuits, called concurrent-flow clocking, a data pulse arrives after the corresponding clock pulse and the gate behaves like a logic gate combined with a delay flip-flop. In the clocking scheme called clock-follow-data clocking, a data pulse arrives before the corresponding clock pulse and the gate behaves like a logic gate in a combinational circuit.

In general, the time frame of a gate is defined by synchronizing clock distributed to the gate. However, there often exist SFQ circuits partly or completely composed of gates without clock supply. In addition, the skewed clocking scheme is used in almost of SFQ circuits. Because of gates without clock supply and skewed clocking scheme, the time frames of these gates cannot be defined in the existing time frame model. When the time frames are not defined for a gate explicitly, the logic values also cannot be defined for the gate.

In SFQ circuits, the order of pulse arrival times of inputs of a gate affects the behavior of the gate. The simple example of the effect of the order is a clocked gate in the concurrent-flow clocking and the clock-follow-data clocking. A clocked gate in the concurrent-flow clocking has the different order of pulse arrival times of inputs from that in the clock-follow-data clocking and even if these gates are the same type, the behavior of a gate are different from that of the other gate.

The CAD algorithms and tools proposed in [11] and
[12] assume that a synchronizing clock is distributed to all gates in a circuit and only the concurrent-flow clocking scheme is employed because the behavior of SFQ gates, which is not clocked or using the other clocking, could not be represented as a logic function and state transition. Static timing analysis and formal verification for SFQ circuits employing other clocking schemes such as clock-follow-data clocking scheme and/or using gates without clock supply has not been proposed. Such circuits are verified by only logic simulation. Logic simulation is hard to verify a large SFQ circuit on exhaustive input patterns. Omission of verification on exhaustive input patterns can overlook errors in corner cases. Formal verification is effective to detect such errors.

In this paper, we propose a verification method of SFQ circuits using delay-based time frame model. The proposed method aims to verify an SFQ circuit employing not only concurrent-flow clocking scheme but also other clocking schemes and composed of not only gates with clock supply but also gates without clock supply by representing behavior of the circuit as a logic function and state transition. The model assumes the unique clock period of the SFQ circuit under verification and the periodicity of pulse arrival time. In the model, time frames for each gate are defined using the assumptions and the path delay from the primary inputs to the inputs of the gate. The proposed verification method detects errors of an SFQ circuit by static timing analysis and formal verification. There are two main purposes of the static timing analysis. They are timing verification and calculation of the order of pulse arrival times of the inputs of a gate in a time frame. The proposed verification method abstracts the behavior of an SFQ circuit along the order of pulse arrival times. The abstracted behavior is similar to that of a synchronous sequential circuit and can be verified by formal verification tools for synchronous sequential circuits.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe SFQ gates and circuits. In Sect. 3, we propose delay-based time frame model. In Sect. 4, we propose a verification method using the delay-based time frame model. In Sect. 5, we show experimental results. In Sect. 6, we conclude this paper.

2. SFQ Gates and Circuits

An SFQ logic gate consists of some superconducting loops with Josephson junctions and inductances. When a voltage pulse arrives at a loop, a flux quantum, i.e. an SFQ, can be trapped or released. When an SFQ is released, a short voltage pulse is produced. A voltage pulse and an SFQ are used as a carrier of information and for state representation, respectively.

Cell-based design is adopted in designing SFQ circuits [5]. Timing parameters, i.e. delay and timing constraints, and behavior of each gate are defined in a cell library for SFQ circuits. Details of the timing constraints will be described in Sect. 4.2.2. While an SFQ circuit is working, bias current is supplied to all gates in the circuit. The timing parameters depend on the amount of bias current to a gate. A gate with clock supply, which is called a clocked gate, is commonly used in SFQ circuits. There are clocked AND, OR, EXOR, NOT, etc. A delay flip-flop (DFF) is also a clocked gate. Some gates do not have clock supply.

The behavior of a gate is represented by a finite state machine. We call it a pulse-transferring finite state machine (PTFSM). The PTFSM of gate $g$ is represented with

$M = (S, I, O, \delta, \lambda, \sigma, a)$. $M$ is composed of a set of states $S$, a set of pulse arrivals at inputs $I$, a set of pulse arrivals at outputs $O$, the transition function $\delta : S \times I \rightarrow S$, the output function $\lambda : S \times I \rightarrow O$ and an initial state $q$. We suppose that $se \in S$ represents an error state and $e \in O$ represents no pulse arrivals at all outputs. If a pulse arrival at input $i$ on state $s$ is forbidden for the gate, $\delta(i, s)$ and $\sigma(i, s)$ is $se$ and $e$, respectively. We call such an input a forbidden input. For example, $M$ of a clocked AND gate includes $S = \{s_0, s_1, s_2, s_3, se\}$, $I = \{a, b, clk\}$, $O = \{c, e\}$, $\delta(s_3, clk) = s_0$, $\delta(s_1, a) = se$, $\lambda(s_3, clk) = c$, $\lambda(s_1, a) = e$, and $g = s_0$. Figure 1 shows the PTFSMs of a clocked AND, a Non-Destructive Read Out (NDRO) and a Confluence Buffer (CB). In this figure, transition and output functions for forbidden inputs of the clocked AND gate are omitted. NDRO and CB gates do not have forbidden inputs.

Clocking and timing designs are important factors affecting the performance of an SFQ circuit because gates switch with high speed and wiring delay is not negligible. Zero skew clocking, which is commonly used in CMOS circuits, is not used in most SFQ circuits. To achieve multi-gigahertz circuit, flow-clocking is often chosen [13]. In flow-clocking, a skewed clock pulse is distributed to clocked gates along data path and an interval between a clock pulse and a data pulse is shorter than that in zero skew clocking. Several flow-clocking schemes are used in SFQ circuits. One scheme is called concurrent-clocking. In the concurrent-clocking clocking scheme, a data pulse arrives after the corresponding clock pulse and a gate behaves like as a logic gate combined with a DFF. There is another flow-clocking scheme, called clock-follow-clocking. In the clock-follow-data clocking scheme, a data pulse arrives before the corresponding clock pulse and a gate behaves like as a gate in a combinational circuit. Concurrent-clocking and clock-follow-data clocking have different order of pulse arrival times and cause different behavior of a gate.

In most SFQ circuits, a synchronizing clock is used for
the definition of time frames and the representation of logic
values. Figure 2 shows time frames and logic values of the
gates with clock supply in an SFQ circuit. In this figure, a
synchronizing clock is skewed on gate1 and gate2. A time
frame for each gate is defined as the time section divided by
clock pulses. The logic values “1” and “0” at a time frame
are represented by the presence and the absence of a pulse
in the time frame, respectively.

There often exists an SFQ circuit using logic gates
without clock supply. Typical examples of such gates are
CB and NDRO. A CB has no clock input and is used as an
asynchronous OR gate. Although an NDRO has a clock in-
put clk, the clock input sometimes connects to a data signal
line rather than a clock signal line [3], [4], [14]. For these
gates, the order of pulse arrival times also affects behavior
of the gate.

3. Delay-Based Time Frame Model

The existing time frame model defines time frames, which
are also called clock cycles, as time sections divided by syn-
chronizing clock pulses. It is not suited to an SFQ circuit
using gates without clock supply because of clock skew and
partial lack of clock supply. If the time frames are not de-

We propose delay-based time frame model to define
time frames for SFQ circuits composed of gates with and
without clock supply and/or employing various clocking
schemes. The model assumes a unique clock period of a
circuit and the periodicity of pulse arrival time. The unique
clock period decides breadth of all time frames. The peri-
dodicity means that pulse arrival time on a line appears periodic-
ally and is skewed along path delay from primary inputs to
the line. In addition, the model assumes that there do not ex-
ist multi-cycle paths nor multiple pulses on a line in a time
frame. In the model, a clock signal line is treated without
distinction from the other data signal lines.

For the sake of simplicity, the following discussion of
the time frame model assumes that pulses on primary in-
puts, if they exist, arrive at the same time. However, the
time frame model can be easily applied to a circuit not based
on the assumption by giving pulse arrival times to primary
inputs. In the model, a time frame is skewed on each gate.
The amount of the skew of the first time frame of a gate is
the minimum path delay from primary inputs to inputs of the
gate. The time frame on a gate proceeds periodically to the
next time frame when the unique clock period of the circuit
elapses. Therefore, the amount of skew of time frames on a
gate is the same and equal to the amount of the skew of the
first time frame on the gate. By this definition, the amount of
the skew of all time frames on all gates with and without
clock supply in a circuit can be decided.

In the model, the logic values “1” and “0” at a time
frame are represented by the presence and the absence of a
pulse in the frame, respectively. On a clock signal line, one
pulse appears in every time frame. Therefore, a clock signal
line is dealt with as a data signal line with constant value
“1”.

Figure 3 shows the time frames and the representation
of logic values in the delay-based time frame model. The
amount of the skew on a gate is the minimum path delay
from primary inputs to inputs of the gate. Clock inputs of
all gates are not distinguished from data inputs unlike those
in Fig. 2. In other words, inputs of a gate include data inputs
and a clock input. A pulse arrival time on a line is repre-
sented by a dotted line box and appears periodically because
of the periodicity of pulse arrival time. Left and right edges
of the box represent the earliest and the latest pulse arrival
times, respectively. Skewed time frames on a gate also ap-
peare periodically. Note that the starting point of each time frame on a gate equals to the earliest pulse arrival time of all inputs of the gate. For example, time frames of gate 1 in Fig. 3 start at the earliest pulse arrival time of gate 1 and 2. When a line has the logic value “1” at a time frame, a pulse exists on the line in the time frame.

This model does not assume multiple pulses on a line in a time frame nor a large difference between the earliest and the latest pulse arrival times on a line. In some cases, we need to treat them. For example, if a circuit has multiple clock signals and timing of each input of a CB gate depends on that of the different clock signal, a difference between the pulse arrival times of the output of the CB will be large. To treat it, we duplicate the output line. Each of the duplicated lines represents a path from the different input line to the same output line. By the duplication of the output line, the multiple pulses on a line can also be treated in this model. It is important to duplicate a small part of lines in a circuit because the duplication complicates the circuit. Therefore, if the duplication is necessary for an output of a gate, which is a CB gate in particular, the gate should be flagged or renamed.

4. Verification Method Using the Delay-Based Time Frame Model

4.1 Overview

We propose a verification method using the delay-based time frame model. The proposed method detects errors of an SFQ circuit using static timing analysis and formal verification. The verification flow is shown in Fig. 4.

The static timing analysis calculates the path delay, the timing slacks, the minimum clock period and the order of pulse arrival times. To use formal verification tools such as model checker and equivalence checker, PTFSMs of all gate in the SFQ circuit are abstracted. The proposed method detects two types of errors. First, the occurrence of the forbidden input is detected by model checking. We call it forbidden input checking. Second, a discrepancy between the implementation of a circuit and the specification for the circuit is detected by equivalence checking.

A negative timing slack is usually dealt with as a timing violation. However, if a negative timing slack is calculated from a pair of inputs whose pulses do not appear simultaneously in a time frame, a timing violation owing to the negative timing slack does not occur. In forbidden input checking, the negative timing slack is checked whether it leads to the timing violation. Thus, not only formal verification but also static timing analysis includes forbidden input checking. The abstracted behavior is similar to that of a synchronous sequential circuit. Therefore, verification tools for synchronous sequential circuits can be used for the forbidden input checking and the equivalence checking. If the forbidden input checking detects an error of a gate, the gate can have a forbidden input which is caused by a negative timing slack or an unexpected input stimulus of the gate. Then, we should change the timing or the connection of inputs of the gate. If the equivalence checking detects the error, there exists a discrepancy between the implementation and the specification. Then, we should change the implementation or the specification.

4.2 Static Timing Analysis

4.2.1 Calculation of Delay

Calculation of the path delay of an SFQ circuit is slightly different from that of a CMOS circuit. In an SFQ circuit, memory elements such as delay flip-flop are not distinguished from other logic gates, because all logic gates have memory functions. Timing parameters such as delay and timing constraint of a gate are affected by bias current, timing jitter and fabrication variations.

In this paper, we refer to an input pin of a gate as an input of a gate. Similarly, an output pin of a gate is referred to as an output of a gate. Timing dependency between an input and an output of each gate is described in the cell library. When a pulse on an output of a gate can be produced by a pulse arrival on an input of the gate, pulse arrival time of the output depends on that of the input. A pulse arrival time of an output often depends on those of several inputs.

The earliest pulse arrival time to output o, T_e(o), and the latest pulse arrival time to o, T_l(o), are calculated by the followings,

\[ T_e(o) = \max_{i \in ID(o)} (T_e(i) + D(i,o)) \]  
\[ T_l(o) = \min_{i \in ID(o)} (T_l(i) + D(i,o)) \]

where the set of inputs whose pulse arrival times affect that of o is ID(o) and the delay from i to o is D(i,o). The pulse
time between $a$ and $b$ of CB can lead to a timing violation.

We classify these interval time constraints of a gate into two types. They are the minimum and the maximum interval time constraints. Each ordered pair of inputs of a gate has one of these constraints or does not have an interval time constraint. We consider an ordered pair of inputs $(x, y)$ such that a pulse of $y$ arrives after a pulse arrival at $x$. When $(x, y)$ has the minimum interval time constraint, a pulse on $y$ should arrive after the elapse of the maximum interval time from a pulse arrival time of $x$ at the earliest. When $(x, y)$ has the maximum interval time constraint, a pulse on $y$ should arrive by the elapse of the maximum interval time from a pulse arrival time of $x$ at the latest. The interval time constraints do not depend on clocking schemes. Therefore, the declaration of a clocking scheme on each gate is not necessary in the proposed verification method.

For an ordered pair of inputs $(x, y)$ of gate $g$, the timing slack $TS(g, x, y)$ is defined in three cases (a), (b) and (c): (a) $T_f(y)$ is larger than $T_s(x)$ and $(x, y)$ has the minimum interval time constraint (b) $T_f(y)$ is larger than $T_s(x)$ and $(x, y)$ has the maximum interval time constraint (c) otherwise, namely, $T_f(y)$ is not larger than $T_s(x)$ or $(x, y)$ does not have the minimum or the maximum interval time constraint. Figure 5(a) shows the timing slack calculated by the minimum interval time constraint. Figure 5(b) shows the timing slack calculated by the maximum interval time constraint. $TS(g, x, y)$ is calculated by the following.

$$TS(g, x, y) = \begin{cases} 
T_f(y) - T_s(x) - IT_{\text{min}}(x, y) & \text{if } (a) \\
T_s(x) + IT_{\text{max}}(x, y) - T_f(y) & \text{if } (b) \\
\text{no value} & \text{if } (c)
\end{cases}$$

where the minimum and the maximum interval times of $(x, y)$ are $IT_{\text{min}}(x, y)$ and $IT_{\text{max}}(x, y)$, respectively. If $TS(g, x, y)$ or $TS(g, y, x)$ is negative, a timing violation may occur between $x$ and $y$.

A clocked AND gate has the minimum interval time constraints on $(a, clk)$, $(clk, a)$, $(b, clk)$, $(clk, b)$, $(a, b)$ and $(clk, clk)$. This gate does not have the interval time constraints on $(a, b)$ and $(b, a)$. A CB gate has the minimum interval time constraints on $(a, a)$ and $(b, b)$ and the maximum interval time constraints on $(a, b)$ and $(b, a)$.

The calculation of timing slack can produce a negative timing slack not causing a timing violation. For example, when a CB gate has a negative timing slack on $(a, b)$ and pulses do not arrive at both of $a$ and $b$ in a time frame, the negative timing slack can be ignored. It is checked whether a negative timing slack causes a timing violation by forbidden input checking in Sect. 4.3.2.

To guarantee the interval time constraints between inputs in a time frame and the next time frame, we calculate the minimum clock period. Figure 5 shows the minimum clock period of each gate. The minimum clock period of an ordered pair of inputs $(x, y)$ of gate $g$, $CP_{\text{min}}(g, x, y)$, and the minimum clock period of gate $g$, $CP_{\text{min}}(g)$, are calculated by the followings.

$$CP_{\text{min}}(g, x, y) = (T_f(y) - T_s(x) + IT)(y, x),$$

where $IT_{\text{min}}(x, y)$ and $IT_{\text{max}}(x, y)$ are the timing slack calculated by the minimum interval time constraint.

### Algorithm 1: Calculation of delay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>an SFQ circuit</td>
<td>pulse arrival times of primary outputs and inputs of all gates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// FO(o) is the set of inputs which are fan-outs of output o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// ID(o) is the set of inputs whose pulse arrival times affect that of output o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// OD(i) is the set of outputs whose pulse arrival times depend on that of input i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. $I = \text{the set of inputs connecting to primary inputs};$
2. $I \neq \emptyset$
3. Pick an input $i \in I$.
4. $I \leftarrow I - \{i\}$
5. foreach od $\in OD(i)$ do
6. if $\forall id \in ID(od)$, $T_s(id)$ and $T_f(id)$ are calculated then
7. Calculate $T_s(od)$ and $T_f(od)$ by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2;
8. foreach $fo \in FO(od)$ do
9. Calculate $T_s(fo)$ and $T_f(fo)$;
10. $I \leftarrow I \cup FO(od)$;

arrival times to input $i$, $T_s(i)$ and $T_f(i)$ are calculated by the followings,

$$T_s(i) = (T_s(f_i) + D(f_i, i)),$$

$$T_f(i) = (T_f(f_i) + D(f_i, i)),$$

where the fanin of $i$ is $f_i$ which is an output of a gate.

Algorithm 1 shows the calculation process of the path delay in an SFQ circuit. This algorithm assumes that the arrival time of an output of a gate in the circuit does not depend on itself. If there exists such output, pulse arrival time of it cannot be defined.

### 4.2.2 Calculation of Timing Slack and Clock Period

In general, timing constraints of an SFQ gate are given as setup and hold time constraints [15]. The setup and hold time constraints represent the relationship between a data input and a clock input of a gate. The concurrent-flow clocking and the clock-follow-data clocking have different definitions of setup and hold constraints. If an SFQ circuit employs multiple clocking schemes with the different definitions, the clocking schemes need to be declared on each gate to use setup and hold constraints. In addition, timing constraints of an SFQ gate may also exist between two data inputs. For example, data inputs $s$ and $r$ of an NDRO gate have an interval time constraint. If pulses on the inputs arrive closely within the minimum interval time defined in the constraint, the gate can perform incorrectly. On the other hand, inputs $a$ and $b$ of a CB gate have another interval time constraint. When a pulse on each of the inputs arrives closely within the maximum interval time defined in the constraint, only one pulse appears on an output $c$ of the CB. When these two pulses are farther than the maximum interval time defined in the constraint, two pulses appear on the output $c$. Because the presence of two pulses on a line in a time frame is not assumed in the model, a large interval time between $a$ and $b$ of CB can lead to a timing violation.
AND gate holds on timing relations of puts of a gate is often multiple. For example, when a clocked order and the di

\[ n \leq 1 \]

led to timing slacks and the multiple order on \([x,y]\) represent that multiple order must result in the same behavior on all SFQ gates. An example of the case is \(a, b\) of a clocked AND gate \(TS(g,a,b)\) and \(TS(g,b,a)\) cannot be negative because there do not exist interval time constraints between \(a\) and \(b\). Both of pulse arrival sequences \((a,b)\) and \((b,a)\) on any state in a time frame result in the same behavior of the gate. In both of the cases, the order results in the same behavior in the following formal verification. Therefore, we use the order of the earliest pulse arrival times as the order.

The order of the earliest pulse arrival times of inputs of gate \(g\), \(O(g)\) is defined by the following,

\[ O(g) = \left\{ i_1, i_2, \cdots, i_n \mid \bigwedge_{1 \leq j \leq n} T_e(i_j) \leq T_e(i_{j+1}) \right\} \quad (9) \]

where \(n\) is the number of inputs of \(g\) and \(i_1, i_2, \cdots, i_n\) are the inputs.

4.3 Formal Verification

4.3.1 Abstraction of the Behavior of a Gate and a Circuit

We discretize the temporal behavior of a PTFSM using delay-based time frame model. Using the PTFSM, it is hard to describe a specification and to accomplish formal verification, because the PTFSM is driven by a pulse arrival which is independent of a time frame. In the proposed verification method, we abstract the behavior represented by the PTFSM to that represented by a synchronous finite state machine (SFSM). An SFSM of a gate is defined by the followings.

- The next state is a state at the next time frame
- The input alphabet is a set of bit vectors of all input lines of the gate
- The output alphabet is a set of bit vectors of all output lines of the gate
- An input and an output of an SFSM appear once in every time frame

Abstraction of a PTFSM uses the order of the earliest pulse arrival times of inputs of the gate. An input bit vector of an SFSM with the order corresponds to a pulse arrival sequence. Thus, the output bit vector and the next state from an input vector at a present state of an SFSM can be decided by the corresponding PTFSM. For example, we consider an
An SFSM has three types of forbidden input bit vectors which are an input bit vector with the values “1” on both of a pair of input lines whose timing slack is negative, an input bit vector including a forbidden input of PTFSM and an input bit vector producing more than one pulse on an output line in a time frame. For example, when a clocked AND gate g has a negative timing slack $TS(g,a,clk)$ or $TS(g,clk,a)$, input bit vectors 111 and 011 at (a, b, clk) and 101 at a and b, respectively, are forbidden. An input bit vector 100 at (a, b, clk) on state s1 of g is forbidden, because the input bit vector includes a pulse arrival at on s1 which is forbidden on the PTFSM of g.

The SFSM of g, $M'$ is abstracted from the PTFSM of g, $M' = (S, I, O, δ, λ, g, M)$. $M' = (S', I', O', δ', λ', g, q)$ is composed of a set of states $S'$, a set of input bit vectors $I'$, a set of output bit vectors $O'$, the transition function $δ' : S' \times I' \rightarrow S'$, the output function $λ' : S' \times I' \rightarrow O'$ and an initial state q. $I'$ is a set of all bit vectors at input lines of g. $O'$ is a set of all bit vectors at output lines of g. When $O(i)$ is decided, an input pulse arrival sequence on $M$, $(i_0, i_1, ..., i_{{m-1}})$ is defined uniquely from an input bit vector $i' \in I'$ where $m$ is the number of values “1” on $I'$. $δ'(i', s) \in S'$ and $λ'(i', s)$ are decided uniquely by $(i_0, i_1, ..., i_{{m-1}})$ on $M$ corresponding to $i'$ on $M'$. $δ'(i', s)$ is the resulting state of $δ(i_{{m-1}}, ..., δ(i_1, δ(i_0, s), ...))$. We consider a state sequence $(s_0, s_1, ..., s_m)$ and an output pulse arrival sequence $(o_0, o_1, ..., o_{{m-1}})$ where $s_0 = s$, $s_j+1 = δ(i_j, s_j)$ and $o_j = λ(i_j, s_j)$ for $0 \leq j \leq m - 1$. Then, $δ'(i', s)$ can also be represented as $s_m$. When $o \in O$ does not appear in $(o_0, o_1, ..., o_{{m-1}})$, an output bit vector $λ'(i', s)$ has value “0” at an output line of o. When o appears once in $(o_0, o_1, ..., o_{{m-1}})$, an output bit vector $λ'(i', s)$ has value “1” at an output line of o. When o appears more than one time in $(o_0, o_1, ..., o_{{m-1}})$, $λ'(i', s)$ is the indefinite bit vector x. In addition, whenever $(i', s)$ is a forbidden input of $M'$, $δ'(i', s)$ and $λ'(i', s)$ are dealt as the error state $s_e$ and the indefinite bit vector x, respectively. If $i'$ has values “1” on both of input lines a and b with negative $TS(g,a,b)$ or $TS(g,b,a)$, $∃j \in (i, j)$ is se or $λ'(i', s) = x$, $(i', s')$ is a forbidden input.

For example, $M'$ of a clocked AND gate includes $S = \{s_0, s_1, s_2, s_3, s_e\}$, $I' = \{000, 001, ..., 111, x\}$ at a, b and clk, $O' = \{0, 1, x\}$ at a, c $δ'(s_0, 110) = s_3$, $δ'(s_3, 001) = 1$, $q = s_0$. The next state and the output bit vector from the forbidden input bit vectors at the corresponding state, any input bit vector at state $s_e$ or input bit vector x at any state are always $s_e$ and x, respectively.

Figure 6 shows an example of abstraction the PTFSM to the SFSM of a clocked AND gate g with $O(i) = (clk, b, a)$ and negative timing slack $TS(g, b, clk)$. Input bit vectors 111 and 011 at (a, b, clk) on any state are forbidden because $TS(g, b, clk)$ is negative. Other forbidden input bit vectors at (a, b, clk) are 100 and 110 on s3, 010 and 110 on s2 and 010, 100 and 110 on s3 because the forbidden input of the PTFSM.

The product machine of SFSMs of all gates in the circuit corresponds to the SFSM of the circuit. By abstracting the behavior of all gates in the circuit, the SFSM of the circuit are given.

4.3.2 Forbidden Input Checking and Equivalence Checking

When the SFSM of an SFQ circuit is abstracted from the PTFSM of all gates in the circuit, the following verification can be accomplished in a similar way to synchronous sequential circuits. Model checking and equivalence checking, which are called formal verification, are used for verification of synchronous sequential circuit. Some tools for the formal verification are developed [16]–[18]. We can use them for verification of an SFQ circuit.

In the proposed verification method, a forbidden input of an SFSM is checked by the forbidden input checking. The forbidden input checking is accomplished by using properties representing no forbidden input and checking whether the properties are satisfied or not by model checking. When a negative timing slack exists on a gate and forbidden input checking is passed without errors on the gate, the negative timing slacks can be ignored because negative timing slacks also affect the SFSM. In the equivalence checking, the specification corresponding to the behavior of the SFQ circuit needs to be prepared. The specification and the abstracted SFSM of the SFQ circuit are compared to detect an error of the design.

5. Experimental Results

We have implemented the proposed static timing analysis tool in SKILL language and the abstraction tool of behavior in SKILL and C++ languages. The implemented static timing analysis tool obtains gate delay and timing constraints from the cell library and calculates the path delay, timing slacks including the minimum timing slack, the minimum clock period and the order of pulse arrival times at each gate.
of an SFQ circuit. The abstraction tool translates PTFSM of an SFQ circuit to the SFSM described in BLIF-MV which is used for verification of synchronous sequential circuit. Simultaneously, the tool produces properties which represent no occurrence of forbidden inputs in LTL language.

We verified several circuits using these tools. The SFSM of the circuits was verified by forbidden input checking and equivalence checking using vis [17] and ABC [18], respectively. The forbidden input checking uses the properties produced by the abstraction tool. We verified three circuits, a full adder using NDROs and CBs without clock supply, an 8-bit carry look-ahead adder employing concurrent-flow clocking (8-bit CLA) [6] and a 4-bit slice 32 bit shifter using gates with and without clock supply (4-bit SS).

The experiments were conducted on a Linux platform (Debian 6.0) with an Intel Xeon X5470 (3.33 GHz) and 32 GB of RAM. Table 1 shows the number of logic gates (#gate), the number of Josephson junctions (#JJ), the number of states (#state), the number of negative timing slacks (#NTS), the minimum timing slack (min TS), the minimum clock period (min CP), CPU time for static timing analysis (STA time), CPU time for forbidden input checking (FC time) and CPU time for equivalence checking (EC time). The forbidden input checking was accomplished by unbounded model checking. The equivalence checking was accomplished by unbounded sequential equivalence checking.

In the forbidden input checking of the 8-bit CLA, we detected a failed property caused by a connection error on a clocked AND gate. The forbidden input of the gate, which is pulse arrival at a on s1 specifically, could occur because of this error. This error was also detected in the equivalence checking.

50 negative timing slacks were detected by the static timing analysis of the 4-bit SS. They were 29 in CBs, 8 in RDFFs (resettable DFFs) and 13 in D2FF (DFFs with two clock inputs and two corresponding outputs). The negative timing slacks in RDFFs were caused by predecessors of CBs and the output line of the CB had two pulses in a time frame. In order to avoid the two pulses on a line in a time frame, we duplicate lines from CBs to RDFFs as shown in Fig. 7. All gates in the redesigned version of the 4-bit SS passed through forbidden input checking and the negative timing slacks on D2FFs and CBs could be ignored because pulses at two inputs causing the negative timing slacks did not appear simultaneously in a time frame.

The experimental results show that the proposed verification method can handle circuits employing various clocking and composed of gates with and without clock supply.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed a verification method of SFQ circuits. To accomplish verification, we introduced a new time frame model and definition of timing constraints to cope properly with various clocking schemes and gates with and without clock supply. The proposed method abstracts the behavior of an SFQ circuit to a form similar to a synchronous sequential circuit. The abstracted behavior of an SFQ circuit can be verified by an existing formal verification tool for synchronous sequential circuits. When the formal verification is applied to SFQ circuits using our method, quality of verification will be increased as compared to the verification using only logic simulation.

We have shown the verification results for several SFQ circuits. The results show that our method can be applied to practical SFQ circuits. Other SFQ circuits such as a dual-rail circuit can be verified by the proposed method as long as the number of pulses on a line in a time frame is not more than one.
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